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Description:
An Extremely Rare English Chart of the Baltic Coasts of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.
A wonderful rarity from the early days of English sea chart publication, being one of the maps that John
Seller produced using copper plates bought from the Dutch as scrap metal.
The chart stretches from the Gulf of Finland at the west (north) to Klaipėda at the right (south). Seller has
reworked the title block adding his own English title and his name, along with his title as "Hidrographer to
the Kings most Excellent Majesty". Below that the original French subtitle remains. Seller has also erased
the original scale bar and replaced it with "A Scale of English Leagues 20 to one degree". Some of the
toponyms and notes on the map are now in English, apparently changed from the original.
Seller's 1671 English Pilot. The First Book... Northern Navigation...
In 1671, in an attempt to rebound from his 1662 imprisonment for treason and his recent appointment as
Hydrographer to the King, John Seller purchased the copper plates used by Janssonius for his pirate
version of the Light der Zeevaert to be reworked and published as a new chartbook the English Pilot. The
First Book... In many ways this process marked the beginning of a general shift towards the British map
trade supplanting the Dutch, though it would not be fully realized until the 18th century.
The practice of reusing old plates as his own earned him heaps of scorn from contemporary mapmakers.
From Laurence Worms's essay on Seller and Pepys we have the following illustrative anecdote:
Because, in a way, Pepys was sick all over Seller. It is on this voyage that we first hear the central
charge, the crux of this long-standing accusation of dishonesty and plagiarism. It was en route to
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Tangier that the military engineer, Thomas Phillips, tells Pepys that Seller had produced his first
maritime atlas, the English Pilot, from “old worn Dutch copper plates” bought “for old copper” – for
scrap – and had simply issued “the very same platts … without a Dutch word so much as altered” in
his “pretended new book”.
On this plate see a number of English words within the map image himself, so perhaps the last charge is
not exactly correct.
The Wardington Sale Catalogue includes the following note on the 1671 English Pilot (that copy being the
last to appear on the market - selling for £42,000 in 2006):
John Seller conceived the English Pilot as a rival to similar Dutch publications. It was the
first English sea-atlas to enter a field in which the Dutch had a virtual monopoly, and is an important
landmark in English chart- and map-publishing.
The majority of the plates are printed from Dutch sea-charts crudely re-engraved to
appear English in origin. The plates were prepared by Johannes Janssonius and were pirated in turn
from Willem Blaeu, whose atlas was published in 1608. Although the use of outdated Dutch plates
has sparked a certain amount of moral outrage from later commentators, and also contemporaries
such as Pepys, it is worth pointing out that the first Blaeu terrestrial atlases were based around
existing plates acquired from another publisher, and several other Dutch and English publishers
went on to build successful businesses in the same way, so Seller was by no means exceptional in
seeking a shortcut route to compiling an atlas, while the additional suite of charts prepared
by Seller is a valuable contribution to the mapping of these coasts. Perhaps, if he had not been so
unsuccessful, history would give him far greater credit than he has received so far.
The First Book (Northern Navigation) was first advertised in the London Gazette for 24th-27th
April 1671, and in the Term Catalogues for Easter Term 1671 (licensed on 30 May), with the price
given as 12 shillings bound. The Second Book (Southern Navigation) was advertised in the Term
Catalogues for Hilary Term 1672 (licensed on 7th February), with the price apparently given as 14
shillings bound.
Rarity
According to Phillips Atlases 3985, this map appears as chart number 24 in the 1671 English Pilot. That
atlas was last for sale in the Wardington Collection in 2006.
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